Pitt-based study discovers a way to block transplanted organ rejection

Now comes a "game-changing" study, led by University of Pittsburgh researchers and published recently in Science. The research describes a newly...

Source Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 18, 2020

Malls look toward rocky future following pandemic

...to pay for their stores," said Deborah Good, a business professor at the University of Pittsburgh. "They're not going to be able to pay...

Source Tribune-Review Online/TribLIVE.com - May 16, 2020

Hickton tapped as top aide to Congressional panel overseeing COVID-19 money

...trillion in COVID-19 economic rescue spending has tapped as a top adviser David Hickton, a University of Pittsburgh policy...

Source Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 15, 2020
You cured a deadly disease - and now you’re afflicted by fame

In 1948, Salk, then a professor at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, began studying polio in a project funded by the National...

Source Los Angeles Times Online - May 16, 2020

Trump promises coronavirus vaccine by end of the year, but his own experts temper expectations

"It is not impossible," said Paul Duprex, Ph.D., director of the Center for Vaccine Research and professor of microbiology and molecular...

Source ABC News Online - May 15, 2020

There are no heroes in this war

Rita Thamman, an assistant professor at the School of Medicine, coauthored this column calling for more protections for healthcare workers....

Source Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 16, 2020

Small businesses in Western Pa. eager to reopen, but not sure how public will respond

...economy will bounce back, said Chris Briem, a regional economist with the University of Pittsburgh’s Center for Urban and Social Research....

Source Tribune-Review Online/TribLIVE.com - May 15, 2020

Racial health disparities already existed in America- the coronavirus just exacerbated them

...a health disparities researcher and assistant professor of medicine at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine. He points to...
Pittsburgh film 'Rehabilitation of the Hill' available on demand

...who worked with the Steeltown Film Lab, taught filmmaking classes at the University of Pittsburgh. His students were involved in the...

People on the move: 5/18/2020

Jason Shoemaker, an assistant professor of chemical engineering at the University of Pittsburgh, received a National Science Foundation Career Award...

How bad can the economy get? Could this be another great Depression?

...early 1983 at 18%, according to Chris Briem, a regional economist at the University of Pittsburgh. He said some communities and some...

Former U.S. Attorney In Pittsburgh To Oversee Congress Coronavirus Relief Funding

...the use of Coronavirus relief funds. Hickton, the founding director of the University of Pittsburgh Institute for Cyber Law, Policy, and...

Federal Reserve to the rescue? As economic forecasts dim, a cautious institution goes into overdrive

...on more of a role," said Stefania Albanesi, an economics professor at the University of Pittsburgh and former research officer at the...
Coronavirus pandemic causes shift in environmental, sustainability efforts

"In the middle of a global health pandemic, you want to follow CDC guidelines," Aurora Sharrard, Director of Sustainability at the University of...

Source Pittsburgh Tribune-Review - Online - May 15, 2020

Allegheny County doesn't know how many duplicate ballots it mailed out

...remains at 8 p.m. on Election Day. It also came as the University of Pittsburgh's Institute for Cyber Law, Policy, and Security released...

Source Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 15, 2020

A tube of toothpaste every three months, "meaty mass" to eat: Cuba's economy is this bad

...the present, Carmelo Mesa-Lago, an emeritus professor of economics at the University of Pittsburgh who has studied Cuba's economy for...

Source The Miami Herald Online - May 15, 2020